PERSONAL TRAINER PORTAL

BUILD MEMBER LOYALTY
THAT LASTS.
CONNECT & ENGAGE
Help your trainers connect and engage with members like never before
using our Personal Trainer Portal.
This exclusive technology solution offers an intuitive dashboard interface that
is easy for trainers to navigate. In just moments, they can create signature
exercise programs, assign workouts and check progress through virtually
any internet-connected device to help members stay on track and reach
their unique goals.
Start forging stronger relationships with personalized training options, and
you’ll build lasting member loyalty that pays dividends for years to come.

TRUE FLEXIBILITY
We want Personal Trainer Portal to work for you, your staff and
your facility, so we created an interface that’s easily customizable.
That means that your brand is strongly represented throughout
Personal Trainer Portal, and you can use the terminology that your
trainers, staff and members are already comfortable using.
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EASY ACCESSIBILITY
Personal Trainer Portal allows members to instantly provide feedback and access training
schedules via compatible consoles or wireless devices. They can also share data — like
nutrition and daily activity from an integrated fitness tracker — with their trainers to encourage
accountability and maximize results.

PREMIUM COMPATIBILITY
Personal Trainer Portal is compatible with the Matrix 7xi and 7xe suite of products and built
within the Workout Tracking Network framework. By purchasing these two platforms, collecting
data from assigned tasks is effortless.
Personal Trainer Portal seamlessly connects with popular third-party apps and wearables like
Fitbit, MyFitnessPal, MapMyFitness and more, so your members are never limited to a specific
machine or venue when it comes to getting credit for their hard work.

NEW REVENUE STREAMS
Personal Trainer Portal supplements your new and existing personal training business by appealing
to members who might have been hesitant to participate in traditional personal training sessions
in the past. It is another way for them to receive customized guidance to help them reach their
goals and stay engaged with your facility.
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GET PERSONAL TRAINER PORTAL
Connect, engage and start building member loyalty that lasts with truly personalized,
easy-to-access training. Contact your Matrix Dealer Representative to learn more.
Discover more at matrixfitess.com
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